finally an analytic r-cell contained in $r\W. Hence g contains a nucleus of G and hence Q = G, a contradiction which proves the theorem.
(A) The ascending chain condition is satisfied by the submoduls of a vector space 9JÎ over K if and only if it is satisfied by the right ideals of K.
An infinite chain of right ideals ri<t2< • • • in K yields an infinite chain of submoduls uit\<UiX<i< • • • in 9K. The other implication is proved in [5, p. 87] .
[By using a lemma due to N. Jacobson {Theory of Rings, in publication) Theorem (A) and the corresponding theorem for descending chain condition are easily proved in a unified manner. ]
Linear transformations of $Jl on 2JÎ are given by Uj->uj =X) w * a *j* Write (u{, 
Ml. &(»U«)+&(«nS) =&(«)+&(»),

M2. Ug.%^m implies b($)£b(&).
M2 is clear from (F). A proof of Ml may be made by induction on ô(2l). We treat here only the following case:
Let K be a (noncommutative) domain of integrity in which every right ideal is principal. 3 The 
